MyResearch Module 4: Getting Your Research Out
http://libraryguides.mcgill.ca/myresearch_pse

Presenting Your Findings

Posters and Presentations

- Designing conference posters (by C.B. Purrington)
  http://colinpurrington.com/tips/academic/posterdesign
- Designing effective posters
  http://ublib.buffalo.edu/asl/guides/bio/posters.html
- Displaying your findings: a practical guide for creating figures, posters, and presentations
  BF76.8 N53 2010 [Regular Loan] Humanities and Social Sciences
- Preparing scientific illustrations: a guide to better posters, presentations, and publications
- Presentation skills for scientists: a practical guide
  Q223 Z36 2010 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
- Presenting science: a practical guide for giving a good talk
  Q223 I87 2010 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
- Scientific papers and presentations
  E-book: http://mcgill.worldcat.org/oclc/801812194
- Scientific writing and communication: papers, proposals, and presentations
  Q223 H63 2010 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
- Scientists must speak: bringing presentations to life
  Q223 W344 2002 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
- Speaking about science: a manual for creating clear presentations
  Q223 M67 2006 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
- University of Wisconsin-Madison Writing Center: Oral Presentations
  http://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/presentations_oral.html
- Writing and presenting scientific papers
  T11 M32 2004 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering

Writing and Publishing in Science and Engineering

- Doing science: design, analysis, and communication of scientific research
  Q180 A1 V35 2009 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
- From research to manuscript: a guide to scientific writing
- Guide to publishing a scientific paper
- How to write and publish a scientific paper
Making sense: a student’s guide to research and writing: engineering and the technical sciences
T11 N675 2009 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
Science research writing for non-native speakers of English
Writing scientific research articles: strategy and steps

Publishing Your Research
SHERPA/RoMEO: publisher copyright policies & self-archiving
www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo
SPARC Canadian Addendum
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/advancing-research/scholarly-communication/1140-2/

Theses
Writing/Publishing Your Thesis
Enjoy writing your science thesis or dissertation!: a step by step guide to planning and writing dissertations and theses for undergraduate and graduate science students
T11 H582 1999 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
How to write a successful science thesis: the concise guide for students
LB2369 R86 2006 [Regular Loan] Schulich Science & Engineering
How to write a thesis
Surviving your thesis
The thesis and the book: a guide for first-time academic authors
Z286 S37 T53 2003 [Regular Loan] Humanities and Social Sciences
Writing the successful thesis and dissertation: entering the conversation

Finding Theses
eScholarship@McGill
http://escholarship.mcgill.ca/
Theses guide
www.mcgill.ca/library/find/theses

McGill Thesis Guidelines
www.mcgill.ca/gps/students/thesis/guidelines/